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book review: forgotten scriptures: the selection and ... - forgotten scriptures: the selection and rejection
of early religious writings by lee martin mcdonald westminster john knox, louisville, 2009. 313 pp. $29.95. isbn
978-0-664-23357-0. for a quarter century, lee mcdonald has been probing the question first posed to him by a
layman: why are these books in the canon and not others? forgotten scriptures the selection and
rejection of early ... - forgotten scriptures the selection and rejection of early religious writings if you want to
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manual, now all roads lead to the definition of the term ‘canon’ - forgotten scriptures: the selection and
rejection of early religious writings (louisville: westminster john knox, 2009): 11-33. as a whole, mcdonald is
more balanced in the way he holds sundberg’s definition, recognising that other definitions have some validity.
of the holy scriptures. - hbu - primary design of this selection. and as there are some subjects of leading
importance, ... the holy scriptures are designed to promote the glory of god by the ... except by their own wilful
rejection of the counsel of god against themselves. the salvation of his own soul should therefore be the 20.
early christianity - journalsgepub - forgotten scriptures: the selection and rejection of early religious
writings lee martin mcdonald louisville, ky: wjk, 2009, 978-0-664-23357-0, $29.95, xiv + 313 pb the main focus
of this book is the process of canon formation. the author’s position is that the early christians had not
established their canon until the fourth century. he ... john walton’s lost worlds and god’s loosed word ...
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mcdonald, forgotten scriptures 212. mcgowan, too, eschews the language of biblical errancy as much as
biblical inerrancy: see divine authenticity 118–26, 210–11. an ontological definition of “canon”? - church
received ‘scriptures’ from judaism, but not a canon”4 it is often implied that this use of “canon” is simply a
matter of modern convenience, but it is rather more than that: it corresponds closely to the way the term
came to be used at the end of the fourth century 5 as ulrike mittmann and rouven genz note, cooley
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